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Abstract - We consider the problem of adaptive 
universal quantization. By adaptive quantization we 
mean quantization for which the delay associated with 
encoding the jth sample in a sequence of length n 
is bounded for all n > 3. We here demonstrate the 
existence of an adaptive universal quantization algo- 
rithm for which any weighted sum of the rate and the 
expected mean square error conver es almost surely 
and in expectation as O( d d )  to the corre- 
sponding weighted sum of the rate and the distortion- 
rate function at that rate. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
A data compression technique that asymptotically (in the 
length of the data sequence) achieves the rate-distortion 
bound on all sources within some class is called “universal.” 
The two basic approaches to universal compression are known 
as two pass, off-line, or batch codes, and one pass, on-line, 
incremental, or adaptive codes. Batch algorithms require two 
passes through the data: the first to choose a code and the 
second to describe the data using the chosen code. Prov- 
ably universal two pass noiseless codes and quantizers have 
been studied in Davisson[l], Ziv[2], Linder et al.[3], and Chou 
et al.[4]. Adaptive algorithms traverse the data only once, 
simultaneously developing and using a model for the data. 
While codes such as the Ziv-Lempel technique have solved 
the adaptive universal noiseless coding problem (albeit at a 
slower than optimal rate of convergence), attempts to  gener- 
alize these algorithms to provably universal adaptive quan- 
tization techniques have until recently been unsuccessful. In 
[SI, Zhang and Wei present an adaptive universal quantization 
technique for independent, identically distributed (iid) sam- 
ples from finite, discrete alphabet sources. Assuming access 
to a true random number generator, Zhang and Wei exam- 
ine their algorithm’s asymptotic properties using a nontradi- 
tional measure of rate of convergence. We here consider an 
adaptive universal quantization algorithm for stationary, real- 
valued sources. The algorithm, introduced in [6], does not 
require a random number generator. We examine the asymp- 
totic behavior of the proposed algorithm for iid, real-valued 
sources of baunded support and compare the results to those 
for batch quantizers as discussed in [3]. 
11. THE ALGORITHM 
We here consider the use of fixed rate codebooks of constant 
dimension k. Sequences of variable rate codebooks with in- 
creasing dimension will be considered in a later work. 
Given the bound + E  on the distribution’s support, the 
algorithm proceeds as follows. 
1. Encode vector X ( l )  using an initial codebook. Set J = 1. 
2. Update the codebook using the vector(s) just coded. 
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3. Quantize each codevector component to width 8/2’-’ bins. 
4. Describe the new codebook to the decoder. 
6. Increment j by 1 and go to 2. 
As the number of training samples increases, the quality of 
the resulting codebook improves and the accuracy to which 
we quantize its codewords increases. Note that the delay in 
encoding and decoding is simply the vector dimension k. 
5. Encode vectors X(2’(’-’) + 1) , . . . , X ( 2 ” ) .  
111. UNIVERSALITY A N D  RATES O F  CONVERGENCE 
Let {X.) be independent samples from a stationary ran- 
dom process in lR* with process measure Pe, 8 E A ,  and 
let DA(X“) and RA(X“) be the per symbol distortion and 
rate achieved by the above described adaptive algorithm on 
a sequence {X(l) ,  .. . , X(n)). Define the per letter distortion 
and rate redundancies for the given algorithm as Ao(A,8i  = 
D A ( X ” )  - D s ( R )  and A R ( A , ~ )  = R A ( X ” )  - R respectively, 
where Do(R) is the Shannon distortion-rate function associ- 
ated with the source 8. Using Eo to represent the expectation 
with respect to Po, and noticing that the dimension k must 
grow with n in order to achieve asymptotic optimality, the 
main results of this paper are as follows. 
Theorem 1 For memoryless, real-valued sources of bounded 
support, there exists an adaptive untuersal vector quantizer 
such that for all X > 0, 
almost surely and in ezpectotion. 
This theorem is derived using Linder et  al.’s [3] Vapnik- 
Chervonenkis bound on the probability that the expected dis- 
tortion of a codebook designed for a sample of m vectors will 
differ greatly from the expected distortion of the optimal code- 
book of the same size and dimension. This is identical to the 
result for two pass algorithms in [3]. 
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